
   
 

 
 

Home Learning Year 6  
 

Week beginning: 22nd June 
 
Home learning this week was set by Mrs Dix. Please email 
Pedita.dix@stbertelines.co.uk if you have any queries relating to 

the home learning.  

It’s Monday again-didn’t that come around quickly? I have spoken to 
some of you or your parents this last week and it has been lovely to catch 
up. If you haven’t heard from a teacher yet, you will be called this week. I 
know lots of you are starting to get fed up now but hold in there and keep 
working hard- it will pay off! I hope you liked your video from your class 
teacher (if you haven’t seen it yet it is on your class page).   
 
I have been super busy sorting out high school transition and I  
know some of you are getting very excited now but also a little 
 nervous-don’t worry nerves are normal at a time like this.  
Try and focus on the positives for example, what are you excited about  
high school? 

Maths:  
Learning objectives:  
To answer a range of arithmetic questions with confidence. 
To compare and order fractions (including fractions less than >1) 
To find equivalent fractions. 
To recall and use equivalences between simple fractions, decimals and 
percentages, including in different contexts. 
Task 1: 
Arithmetic: Complete the questions in your maths books please. 
https://myminimaths.co.uk/year-6-arithmetic-practice-paper-week-7/ 
There is also the Testbase arithmetic available if you prefer it or if you want to do 
both then even better! You can find this inside the year 6 page-in the resources 
folder.  
 
Task 2 
Read and watch these pages and recap how we order and compare fractions with 
different denominators. This will remind you of the importance of the numerator 
and denominator.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkk6hbk 
 
Below are some structured lessons from the Oak Academy resource based on our 
learning objectives. Remember: each lesson has a quiz first to recap any prior 
knowledge. Complete this and then you need to press ‘close quiz’. Next, return to 
the starting page and press ‘next activity’ then follow the on-screen instructions.  
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Work through the tasks below-they get progressively harder. If level one was 
challenging enough, that is okay, just stop there and keep practising that!  
 
Challenge * 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/representing-fractions 
 
Challenge ** 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/finding-equivalent-fractions 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understanding-equivalence 
 
 
Challenge *** 
This is converting equivalent fractions into decimals and percentages: can be 
tricky! 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zjckjp3 
 

English 
Reading: Keep reading! Feedback so far is telling me that you are really finding 
the reading comprehension beneficial, so I am going to keep providing one for you 
to do each week. This week I have chosen a classic reading comprehension that I 
would have used in school as it adopts the VIPERS approach.  
You can find this in the resources file ‘Alice and Wonderland Reading 
Comprehension Y6’.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Writing: Please see Science. Make it exciting and informative. Use a range of 
punctuation- this type of factual writing is quite easy to include embedded clauses. 
For example: Mammals, which are the most intelligent of all living creatures, grow 
hair at some point in their life. 
 
SPaG:  
Learning objective: To revise and revisit the SPaG curriculum.  
Work through the SPaG tasks below-choose a challenge level. They get 
progressively harder. The challenge stars*** are visible at the bottom of the SPaG 
sheet. One star = challenge level one etc… 

 
Remember your year 5/6 spelling list is in the resources folder along with some 
wordsearches-revisit it and sharpen up! 
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Science: Living Things and their Habitats 
 
Over the next couple of weeks, we are going to look at the differences in the life 
cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect, and a bird.  
 
Learning objectives:  
To describe the life cycle of an insect and a bird.  
To describe the life process of reproduction in some plants  
and animals. 
 
 
Last week we researched the life cycle of a mammal and an amphibian 
and became familiar with the meaning of metamorphosis. I asked you to complete 
this as an information page in your books or on a computer. I would like you to add 
to this. Check out the pictures at the end of this document to see how the Y5/6, who are 
in school, got on last week with this… 
 
 
Task 1: Remind yourself of last week’s lesson. Your definitions of mammals, 
amphibians, and all about metamorphosis.  
Research the differences between an insect and a bird. How do they differ to a 
mammal and an amphibian? Write a short definition of an insect and a bird. Do 
any insects or birds go through metamorphosis? This was a key learning point from 
last week. You could include this in your definitions.  
 
Task 2: This is following the same structure as last week and should just build upon 
it. Research the life cycle of an insect and a bird and then have a go at the two 
tasks at the end of this document. You do not have to print and use this sheet- this 
is just an idea of how to present it. Just write a short piece about each stage of the 
insects and birds life cycle. After you have completed this compare the differences 
and similarities between the life cycles of different living things.  
 
Task 3: Now we have looked at the life cycles of mammals, amphibians, insects and 
birds, I would like you to start working towards the second learning objective. 
Watch this video and read this page ready for next week: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgssgk7/articles/z9xb39q 
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RE and Worship 
 

 

Watch this assembly all about having resilience. 

https://www.churchofengland.org/faith-action/faith-home/faith-home-videos/collective-

worship-primary-schools-episode-6-resilience 

What is resilience?  I wonder - who could you, ask to help you if you are struggling 
to remain resilient? Or who might need your help with something hard they are 
trying to do right now?  

Reflect: Are you a resilient person? How could you become more resilient?  

Church Links: 
Take a look at the church web-site. Steve Torr is celebrating services from his study 
on-line. You can join him at: https://www.stbertschurch.org.uk/ 
The Church of England have weekly collective worship resources, with the 
Archbishop of Canterbury leading the opening worship.  It will be available for live 
stream through the TES YouTube channel. 
 

Topic/Foundation Subjects 
Learning objective: To describe areas around school in French. 
Task: Follow the link and there are some video clips which  
will help with pronunciation and a worksheet to support  
your spelling of the French words.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z93n7yc 
 
This is the French vocabulary I would like to try and master! 
La salle de classe- classroom 
La salle d’informatique- computer room 
La cour de recreation- playground 
La cantine- dinner hall 
La grande salle- big classroom 
 
Let’s impress Madame Leila and the high schools!  
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